Analysis of the Double Laser Emission Occurring in 1.55-μm InAs–InP (113)B Quantum-Dot Lasers
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Abstract—In this paper, a theoretical model based on rate equations is used to investigate static and dynamic behaviors of InAs–InP (113)B quantum-dot (QD) lasers emitting at 1.55 μm. More particularly, it is shown that two modelling approaches are required to explain the origin of the double laser emission occurring in QD lasers grown on both, GaAs and InP substrates. Numerical results are compared to experimental ones by using either a cascade or a direct relaxation channel model. The comparison demonstrates that when a direct relaxation channel is taken into account, the numerical results match very well the experimental ones and lead to a qualitative understanding of InAs–InP (113)B QD lasers. Numerical calculations for the turn-on delay are also presented. A relaxation oscillation frequency as high as 10 GHz is predicted which is very promising for the realization of directly modulated QD lasers for high-speed transmissions.

Index Terms—Double emission, InP, quantum dots (QDs), rate equations.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHILE optics has proven to be the most practical response to the high traffic rate demand for long-haul transmission, its extension to the metropolitan networks down to the home remains an open challenge. The implementation of optics at transmission rate where other technical solutions exist requires cost reduction. As a consequence, semiconductor lasers based on low-dimensional heterostructures, such as a quantum-dot (QD) laser, are very promising. Indeed, QD structures have attracted a lot of attention in the last decade since they exhibit many interesting and useful properties such as low threshold current [1], temperature insensitivity [2], chirpless behavior [3], and optical feedback resistance [4]. As a result, thanks to QD lasers, several steps toward cost reduction can be reached as improving the laser resistance to temperature fluctuation in order to remove temperature control elements (Peltier cooler), or designing feedback resistant laser for isolator-free transmissions and optics-free module. Most investigations reported in the literature deal with InGaAs QD grown on GaAs substrates [5], [6]. However it is important to stress that InGaAs–GaAs QD devices do not lead to a laser emission above 1.35 μm which is detrimental for long-haul optical transmission. In order to reach the standards of long-haul transmissions, 1.55-μm InAs QD lasers grown on InP substrate have been developed. More particularly it has been demonstrated that the use of the specific InP(113)B substrate orientation when combined with optimized growth techniques allows the growth of very small (4 nm high) and dense (up to 1011 cm−2) QD structures [7]. Recent experimental studies conducted on these devices have shown that a second laser peak appears in the laser spectrum as increasing the injection power. This double laser emission is a common property found independently by different research groups both for InGaAs–GaAs as well as for InAs–InP systems [8]–[10]. The experimental results in [9] have shown a saturation and complete rollover of the first emission after the occurrence of the excited state threshold, while an increasing behavior for both lasing wavelengths has been observed for a InAs–InP (113)B QD laser [10]. The origin of the double emission has been explained by the finite ground state (GS) relaxation time using a cascade relaxation model which brings the GS emission to a constant value after the excited state (ES) threshold [11]. This approach has been also used to extract the dynamical properties of QD laser [12], while the complete rollover has been attributed to an asymmetry in the thermal population redistribution [13].

In this paper a numerical model based on rate equations is used to model the double laser emission, to analyze the light–current characteristic as well as the turn-on delay of the QD-laser. Although numerous theories about carrier dynamics have been reported on QD InGaAs–GaAs devices [14], [15], such calculations have never been conducted in the case of 1.55-μm InAs–InP (113)B QD lasers. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an accurate description of the rate equation model is proposed. More particularly, it is shown that a modification of the model presented in [11] is required to explain the behavior of the P–I characteristics when the double laser emission occurs in QD lasers grown on InP substrates. Thus, in Section III, numerical results are presented and compared to experimental ones by using either a cascade or a direct relaxation channel model. After calculating the evolution of photon numbers as a function of the injected current density, it is shown that numerical results confirm those previously observed for InAs–GaAs system.
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On the other hand, it is also demonstrated that when a direct relaxation channel is taken into account, the numerical results match very well the different behavior of InAs–InP (113)B QD lasers, already published. In order to illustrate in more details the effect of the two-state lasing on the modulation properties of the InAs–InP (113)B QD laser, numerical calculations for the turn-on delay are also presented. For instance, a relaxation oscillation frequency as high as 10 GHz is predicted which is very suitable for high-speed transmissions. Finally, we summarize our results and conclusions in Section IV. Overall, this numerical investigation based on carrier dynamics is of prime importance for the optimization of low cost sources for optical telecommunications. Thanks to either a cascade relaxation model or an additional direct relaxation channel, the comparison between these two approaches leads to a qualitative understanding of the $P$–$J$ characteristics in the two state lasing condition in 1.55-μm InAs–InP (113)B QD lasers.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL

Numerical models based on rate equations are used to study carrier dynamics in the two lowest energy levels of an InAs–InP (113)B QD system. For simplicity the existence of higher excited states is neglected and a common carrier reservoir is associated to both wetting layer (WL) and barrier. It is assumed that there is only one QD ensemble, i.e., all dots have the same average size meaning that the inhomogeneous broadening enters in the differential gain parameter. The QD are assumed to be always neutral and electrons and holes are treated as electron–hole (eh)-pairs and thermal effects and carrier losses in the barrier region are not taken into account.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the carrier dynamics in the conduction band of a QD laser. First, an external carrier injection fills directly the WL reservoir with $I$ being the injected current. Some of the eh-pairs are then captured on the fourfold degenerate ES of the QD ensemble with a capture time $\tau^{\text{es}}_{WL}$ and some of them recombine spontaneously with a spontaneous emission time $\tau^{\text{sp}}_{\text{es}}$. Once on the ES, carriers can relax on the twofold GS, be thermally reemitted in the WL reservoir or recombine spontaneously or by stimulated emission of photons with ES resonance energy. The same dynamic behavior is followed for the carrier population on the GS level with regard to the ES. This approach has been previously developed for the In(Ga)As–GaAs system [9] but in the case of InAs–InP (113)B system it is assumed that at low injection rates, the relaxation processes are phonon-assisted while the Auger effect dominates when the injection gets larger [16]. In order to include this effect, a modified model has been considered introducing a direct relaxation channel $\tau^{\text{WL}}_{\text{es}-\text{gs}}$ to the standard cascade relaxation model as shown in Fig. 1 (dashed line). It is attributed to a single Auger process involving a WL electron captured directly into the GS by transferring its energy to a second WL electron [17]. Carriers are either captured from the WL reservoir into the ES or directly into the GS within the same time $\tau^{\text{es}}_{\text{gs}} = \tau^{\text{es}}_{\text{gs}}$. This assumption has been made after analysis of the kinetic curves in [16] where the ES and GS populations gave rise simultaneously 10 ps after excitation. On the other hand, carriers can also relax from the ES to the GS. The other transition mechanisms remain the same as in the previous model. The capture and the relaxation times are then calculated through a phenomenological relation depending on the carrier density in the WL reservoir [18]

$$\tau^{\text{es}}_{\text{gs}} = \frac{1}{A_{E} + C_{E} N_{W}} \quad \tau^{\text{es}}_{\text{es}} = \frac{1}{A_{W} + C_{W} N_{W}} \quad (1)$$

where $N_{W}$ is the carrier density in the WL reservoir and $A_{W}(A_{E})$ and $C_{W}(C_{E})$ are the coefficients for phonon and Auger-assisted relaxation, respectively, related to the WL and the ES. Their values have been experimentally estimated as follows: $A_{W} = 1.35 \times 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$, $C_{W} = 5 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^{3}$ s$^{-1}$, $A_{E} = 1.5 \times 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$, $C_{E} = 9 \times 10^{-14}$ m$^{3}$ s$^{-1}$ in a previous work [19]. The eh-pairs escape times have been derived considering a Fermi distribution for the ES and GS populations for the system in thermal equilibrium without external excitation [11].

Two rate-equation systems (RES) have been made, with and without direct relaxation channel describing the variation of the carrier numbers of the three electronic energy levels and the photon numbers in the cavity with ES and GS resonant energies
populations in the cavity with ES and GS resonant energy. Note that photons from $S_{ES}$ and $S_{GS}$ are assumed to be independent. $f_{ES,GS}$ are the probabilities to find an open seat for carriers, assuming fourfold and twofold degenerated ES and GS, respectively

$$f_{ES} = 1 - \frac{N_{ES}}{4N_B}, \quad f_{GS} = 1 - \frac{N_{GS}}{2N_B},$$

(7)

The expression $\pm N_{WL}/\tau_{WL}$ describing the relaxation from the WL to the GS has been neglected in the case of a standard cascade model in (2) and (4). The term $S_{ES,GS}/(1+\varepsilon_{ES,GS} S_{ES,GS})$, with $\varepsilon_{ES,GS}$ being the gain compression factor, represents the gain nonlinearities. In this work in order to stress the influence of the direct relaxation channel, $\varepsilon_{ES,GS}$ has been set to zero assuming linear gain variation. Furthermore the gain coefficients $\alpha_{ES}$ and $\alpha_{GS}$ in (3) to (6) have been used as adjustable parameters with $\alpha_{GS} = \alpha_{ES}/2.6$. The contribution of the ES and GS spontaneous emissions into the lasing mode is denoted by the coefficient $\beta_p$. The photon lifetime is

$$\tau_p = 1/v_g (\alpha + \ln(1/R_1 R_2)/(2L)),$$

where $v_g = c/n_r$ being the group velocity, $n_r$ the refractive index, $\alpha$ the internal loss, $R_1$ and $R_2$ the cavity mirror reflectivity, and $L$ the laser length.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Numerical Steady-State Solutions

The steady-state solution is obtained by a numerical calculation of the RES for a linear increase of the injection current density. Fig. 2 presents results for the three carrier populations and the emitted photons in the laser cavity using the same simulation parameters for both cascade relaxation and direct channel models. In the first case Fig. 2(a)–(b), the results are similar with those already reported in the literature for the InAs–GaAs system [11]. Considering the carrier populations in Fig. 2(a) the ES exhibits a steady linear growth until GS reaches its lasing threshold and its population clamps at $1.4\times10^9$ while the ES continues with a decreased slope efficiency to reach the second lasing threshold and saturates at $2.2\times10^9$. For the photon numbers in the cavity, Fig. 2(b) a GS threshold current density of 460 A/cm$^2$ has been estimated and once the second lasing of the ES appears at about 720 A/cm$^2$, the emission of the GS saturates completely and the ES emission increases linearly. These results confirm the theory of a two-state lasing competition between the GS and ES due to the finite GS relaxation time using the cascade relaxation model.

On the other hand, the RES with an additional direct relaxation channel shows a different behavior more suitable in the case of InAs–InP (113)B QD device due to a higher Auger assisted relaxation rate. Indeed, there is a slightly different carrier population characteristic, Fig. 2(c) where the ES growth is slower compared to the previous case and exhibits a smaller slope efficiency which applies also for the carriers in the WL. Although, the saturation values of the populations have not been changed the results for the photon numbers as a function of the injection current density are quite different. Fig. 2(d) shows two thresholds corresponding to the two laser emissions. When the ES stimulated emission appears at 970 A/cm$^2$, only a slight decrease of the GS slope efficiency is predicted. At the same time,
the global slope efficiency increases. As a result, when a direct relaxation channel is taken into account, the difference between the two threshold currents (370 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} for the GS) has almost doubled. Here, the double laser emission seems to result from the efficient carrier relaxation into the GS due to the pronounced single Auger process for larger injection rates [17]. Although the presence of nonlasing QD is not taken into account, it is shown in what follows that this numerical model gives a good qualitative understanding of the experimental results recently reported for an optical pumped InAs–InP (113)B diode laser [10].

B. Experimental Results

The studied laser whose structure has already been reported in [10] is composed of an active region with six InAs QD stacked layers. The cavity length is 2.45 mm with cleaved uncoated facets while the width of the strip is 120 \( \mu \text{m} \). The optical pumped structure operates at room temperature under 1.06-\( \mu \text{m} \) pulsed excitation. The excitation pulse width is set at 13 ns with a repetition rate of 5 kHz. Fig. 3 shows the emission spectra as a function of the energy for different values of the pump power normalised with respect to the GS threshold value \( P_{\text{th}} \). At low optical excitation (0.85 \( P_{\text{th}} \)), only spontaneous emission is measured. The peak is centred at 0.82 eV (1.51 \( \mu \text{m} \)) close to the peak maximum observed by conventional PL measurements. With increasing the optical excitation (1.07 \( P_{\text{th}} \)), laser emission occurs at 0.82 eV (1.51 \( \mu \text{m} \)). At threshold, the pumping power density is estimated to be 6.5 kW/cm\textsuperscript{2}. With increasing pumping power density the emission intensity increases. Then a second stimulated emission appears (above 1.45 \( P_{\text{th}} \)) centred at 0.87 eV (1.43 \( \mu \text{m} \)). The separation between the two emissions (50 meV) corresponds to the energy difference between the GS and the ES measured by time resolved photoluminescence on similar QD [16]. Fig. 4 shows integrated intensities of GS, ES and both emissions of the photoluminescence spectra under 1.06-\( \mu \text{m} \) pulsed excitation at RT. As it can be seen the measurement shows no GS clamping after the ES threshold is reached and a smooth transition from below to above threshold operation. In order to simulate this performance, the direct carrier relaxation model has been used and a broad area edge emitting laser has been assumed with the same structural parameters as the one used for the measurement. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I, in agreement with [19] and [20].

The results from the simulation are given in Fig. 5 where the photon number in the laser cavity is presented as a function of the normalised pump power with respect to the GS threshold intensity to be comparable with the experimental data in Fig. 4. As the measured characteristic, the simulation results in no GS saturation and the ES and GS threshold currents are in the same range respectively. Taking into account the normalised pump intensity it is important to stress that this result, rather qualitative illustrates in a good matter the effect of the Auger assisted relaxation on the lasing performance. In this simulation the spontaneous emission factor \( \beta_{\text{sp}} \) has been adjusted to the value of \( 10^{-3} \) which is one order of magnitude bigger than the typical value of \( 10^{-4} \). It is noteworthy, that the experimental \( P-J \) characteristics have been derived by integrating the laser spectra and
that the RE model does not consider multimode laser emission. Thus, the actual spontaneous emission contribution to the lasing mode seems overestimated. However, it is a reasonable approximation in order to reproduce the smooth transition from below to above threshold operation shown on the experimental curves.

C. Turn-on Delay

Once the consistency of the direct carrier relaxation model has been demonstrated the same RES has been used to investigate the turn-on dynamics of the InAs–InP (113)B QD laser. In Fig. 6, the transient responses of the GS and ES, respectively, are shown for the two models, after introducing a step-like current excitation for (a) the cascade relaxation model and (b) direct relaxation channel model.

Fig. 6. Turn-on delays for the GS emission (solid line) and for the excited state emission (dot line) after a step-like current excitation for (a) the cascade relaxation model and (b) direct relaxation channel model.

current difference and no GS saturation the system response is inverted and this time the ES characteristic follows the GS one with $\Delta t = 130$ ps [Fig. 6(b)]. It is shown that the GS trace exhibits a higher RO frequency ($f_{\text{RES}} = 9.0$ GHz compared to the ES trace ($f_{\text{RES}} = 4.7$ GHz).

The simulations of the turn-on delay have been made using the same parameters for the two models and the same current in order to illustrate the effect of the direct channel on the laser response. On one hand, the turn-on delay of the system with direct channel is about three times shorter compared to the one of the cascade model. Since the carriers relax directly on the GS within the same time as those captured by the ES, an enhancement of the GS relaxation oscillation frequency by a factor of 1.7 is also observed. On the other hand, the more efficient the GS relaxation is, the more ES threshold increases. As a consequence, the ES relaxation oscillations decrease due to the lower above threshold excitation rate.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the carrier level populations and photon numbers have been calculated versus the injected current density. Two modelling approaches have been used in order to investigate the origin of the double laser emission of a InAs–InP (113)B QD based laser. On one hand, numerical results describing carrier dynamic behavior have been presented confirming previously observed phenomena for InAs–GaAs system. On the other hand, it has been shown that the direct relaxation channel included in the model matches very well the different experimental results already published and leads to qualitative understanding of InAs–InP (113)B QD lasers. Also numerical results for the turn-on delay of the double laser emission have been presented exhibiting ROs frequency close to 10 GHz, which is suitable for high-speed transmissions. Next step to be done is to improve this numerical model by including the effect of the inhomogeneous broadening (QD size dispersion), the nonlinear gain variation and the multimode laser emission as well as to investigate the laser dynamic behavior under modulation. At the end, this numerical tool will be self-consistent and of first importance for the optimization of QDs based lasers and semiconductor optical amplifiers for long-haul applications.
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